Relationships between structure and high-throughput screening permeability of diverse drugs with artificial membranes: application to prediction of Caco-2 cell permeability.
To evaluate the absorption of drugs with diverse structures across a membrane via the transcellular route, their permeability was measured using the parallel artificial membrane permeation assay (PAMPA). The permeability coefficients obtained by PAMPA were analyzed using a classical quantitative structure-activity relationship (QSAR) approach with simple physicochemical parameters and 3D-QSAR, VolSurf. We formulated correlation equations for diverse drugs similar to the equation obtained for peptide-related compounds in our previous study. The hydrogen-bonding ability of molecules, not only the hydrogen-accepting ability but also the hydrogen-donating ability, in addition to hydrophobicity at a particular pH, was significant in determining variations in PAMPA permeability coefficients. Based on this result, an in silico good prediction model for the passive transcellular permeability of diverse structural compounds was obtained. The artificial lipid-membrane permeability coefficients of the drugs, except salicylic acid, were well correlated with the Caco-2 permeability in a previous report suggesting the importance of absorption by the transcellular mechanism for these drugs.